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PTM COncept of
Meta universe
Meta universe
This white paper describes a new decentralized metacosmic ecosystem, including digital asset trading
Taiwan, p2e online finance, NFT sector, gamefi, etc. Let all game platforms - Mobile, computer
The console and VR / AR can implement the blockchain technology and remove the smart contract of trusted
intermediaries
Sell game virtual props. The game prop transaction will use the encryption token "PTM".
Yuanuniverse is a new Internet application and social form that integrates virtual reality and a variety of new
technologies,

It provides immersive experience based on extended reality technology and generates a mirror image of the real world
based on digital twin technology,

Build an economic system based on blockchain technology and integrate the virtual world with the real world in the
economic system and social system

System and identity are closely integrated, and each user is allowed to produce content and edit the world

PTMC Oncept of Meta Universe
Meta universe
In order to realize the huge meta universe ecology in the future, we need to establish the most comprehensive centralized game virtual prop trading platform to prepare for the circulation of
meta universe assets. With the development of blockchain technology, our new decentralized ecosystem will provide ubiquitous circulation for game props and provide more value for the
game market and participants. Here, the participants are mainly game developers, publishers and game players, as well as game props market, transaction promoters and other contributors. In
this ecosystem, economic value is distributed among all participants to ensure that they receive their due returns.
The new decentralized ecosystem will bring great benefits to game players, game developers and publishers. Players have unprecedented flexibility and can purchase, sell and hand in game
props directly point-to-point (P2P) with other game players, so that players can obtain great value from hard-earned game props. And the key is that they will trade in a zero fraud
environment, which never existed before blockchain technology was available
Game developers and publishers will earn more revenue for the following reasons:
First, the new ecosystem encourages players to buy more game props, and the price is higher than now, because they know they can recover their investment by selling their game props
freely and safely in a huge liquid market. Second, game publishers will enjoy a new source of revenue - as long as game players use smart contract blockchain transactions, game publishers
will receive commissions.
Under our unique network growth model, game publishers that actively adopt PFW will get good returns. Summarizing the above views, the key point is that the benefits brought by the new
system to game publishers can not be underestimated. Game publishers will play a key role in this ecosystem. Each game publisher must choose which encryption token to use. PTM is the
only encryption token with built-in and specific ecosystem for game developers, and can bring rich returns to game developers. Therefore, we believe that PTM will be quickly adopted and will
become the main encryption token in the metauniverse game industry.

PTM Meta Cosmic
Ecology
PTM yuan universe asset
trading platform
It is an important platform for the circulation

Online financial
investment platform
It will provide financial services for high-

of meta universe assets. It is the basis for all

quality projects in the whole meta universe

value exchange in the whole meta universe,

ecology

which is equivalent to Amazon in the field of

Business. P2e finance is a new financial model.

meta universe.

It will be safer than traditional P2P finance and
can provide more efficient financing services.

PTM NFT Platform
It is the core asset of the whole meta universe
ecology. Many valuable NFT assets will be
born in the meta universe, which need to be
traded and circulated.

Deflation smart
contract
PTM coin holders will receive a 5% bonus

1. Global game market
Market
The global game market is huge. According to the latest research of newzoo, 2.2
billion players will create $128.5 billion in game revenue in 2020. This figure
represents an increase of $5.8 billion over the previous year. And growth will
continue, with revenue expected to reach $135 billion in 2021. In the global game
market, the proportion of digital game revenue in 2017 was about 87%, or US
$94.4 billion. The free game mode of the game has become the leading framework
with the sales revenue of game props. For example, supercell, a manufacturer of
mobile games such as conflict Royal and tribal conflict, generated sales of $2.3
billion in 2016. Although gamers can play supercell games for free, they still buy
$2.3 billion of game props and compete with each other.

PTM economic model
BSC

Destroy 50%
Cash dividend 5%
Marketing Wallet 2%

LP 20%
pre-sale 20%

Technical team 5
%
Ecosystem
(community
airdrop,
repurchase,
destruction and
destruction) 5%

PTM economic model
BSC
PTM will make use of the coin security smart chain, which is
PTM will establish new PTM tokens based on the currency

the current industry standard for issuing customized digital

security intelligent chain BSC, with a total of 1000 trillion.

assets and smart contracts. By confirming the brc-20 token

Building a new decentralized ecosystem based on this token
will further help our vision of a completely transparent and
frictionless infrastructure for game prop trading. The

interface, PTM will be compatible with the existing Ethereum
infrastructure, such as development tools, wallets and
trading platforms. At the core of the coin security blockchain,

blockchain will provide the safest storage space for virtual

the virtual machine allows the deployment and execution of

assets, and the smart contract will create a transparent

smart contracts, so as to establish complex issuance rules of

public account book.
PTM is a fixed supply encryption token. PTM supports
subdivision, and its units are replaceable and transferable.
PTM chose coin security intelligent chain because it valued
its flexibility and wide application. As long as both sellers
and buyers have a compatible wallet, game players can
easily send game props and PTM to each other. Game
publishers can integrate this function so that game players
can easily and safely transfer game props out of the game.
The blockchain will be used as a multi game database to
safely store all the games
There are game props and PTM, and their owners can be
tracked.
Through the new PTM token, our goal is to unlock the game
props in each game and promote the transaction of the
centralized ecosystem, so as to create asset liquidity and
then change the industrial paradigm. With blockchain
technology, such transactions are not only applicable to the
perfect world platform, but also can be safely and reliably
promoted in all markets. In other words, this will promote
the progress of the whole game prop ecosystem.

cryptocurrencies such as PTM and realize automatic reward
structure. In short, it eliminates any trust issues and protects
the parties to the transaction from fraud. These powerful
functions and dynamic ecosystems make the coin security
intelligent chain very suitable for PTM. We firmly believe that
it will be quickly accepted by game publishers and game
players.
For game publishers, we will provide all open source plugins and software development kits (SDKs) so that their
games can identify the transfer between game props and
game players' blockchain wallets. These can be items such as
digital currency, weapons or armor in the game, different
skins, additional content, special game versions, or even
collectable badges. The blockchain network will track the
ownership of all these game props.
Players can simply use the ready-made Ethereum wallet to
save their PTM and game props and trade freely anywhere.
Players can use familiar functions to send PTM and game
props, such as wechat wallet, paypal and venmo user
transfer. All transaction records and ownership data will be
securely retained on the block, and smart contracts will be
adopted to prevent fraud.

Game publisher
BLOCKCHAIN

Can sell more game
props at a higher
price

Increase game
life

New revenue
source

Security

Decentrali
zation

Anonymity

PTM future planning
BLOCKCHAIN

2021.11月
The project is online and the deployment of smart contract is
completed
Open pre-sale and airdrop
Start large-scale marketing

2021.12月
Pre sale completed
Airdrop distribution

2022.1月
Launch mainstream exchanges such as binance, coinbase, Huobi

Online PTM
Launch the first round of global repurchase PTM

and hotbit
Open mobile mining
Launch the second round of global repurchase PTM

2022年
Online PTM meta universe chain Tour
Online cross chain aggregation transaction agreement
Online mortgage lending platform
Online derivatives trading platform
Online NFT trading platform
More features continue online
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